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STUDY GUIDE

Detail Focus: Complete this section during the 
video. 

Main Summary Focus: Complete this 
section after the video.

1.  How many people has Communism kept impoverished?

2. How many ordinary citizens were murdered by a communist
     regime in the Soviet Union?

3. What should one associate evil with?

1.  Why do we have a moral imperative
     to understand and to confront
     Communism?

2. What makes Communism evil?

Is Communism Moral?
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1. Towards the beginning of the video, Mr. Prager contends that, “Capitalism might sound 
less noble than Communism- the individual pursues success to the best of his abilities 
(that’s Capitalism) versus everyone shares everything equally (that’s Communism). But 
it is Capitalism that has produced freedom, and it alone has lifted millions from poverty 
while Communism has kept millions impoverished and without exception crushed freedom. 
Capitalism for all its imperfections enables a decent society. Communism, whatever its 
stated intentions, leads to evil.” Why do you think that Communism literally always has 
such an awful outcome for people? What differentiating factors from Capitalism makes 
Communism so bad? Explain. 

2. Mr. Prager goes on to point out that, “Yet, increasingly, people either ignore or deny the evil 
of this ideology, which, within a period of only 60 years, created modern totalitarianism 
and deprived more people of human rights, and tortured and killed more people than any 
ideology in history.” Why do you think that this is increasingly the case- that many people 
choose to ignore or to deny the evil of Communism, especially given the overwhelming 
amount of hard evidence for it? Explain. How and why do you think Communism leads to 
totalitarianism? Explain. 

3. Later in the video, Mr. Prager asks, “Why is it important that everyone know what 
Communism did?” How would you answer Mr. Prager’s question? Explain. How does 
answering this question provide a framework for developing your own opinion about 
Communism? Explain. 

4. Mr. Prager partially answers the last question by explaining that, “ ... we have a moral 
obligation to the victims of Communism not to forget them. Just as Americans have a moral 
obligation to remember the victims of slavery, we have the same obligation to the billion 
victims of Communism, especially the hundred million who were murdered.” Do you agree 
that we have a moral obligation not to forget the victims of Communism? Why or why not? In 
addition to flat-out rejecting Communism, in what other ways can we honor those who have 
fallen victim to such an evil ideology? Explain. 

5. Towards the end of the video, Mr. Prager notes that, “ ... those who do not confront real evil 
often make up evils like ‘systemic racism’ in 21st-century America, or ‘toxic masculinity,’ or 
‘patriarchy’ that are much easier to confront.” Why do you think that it is so difficult for many 
people to confront real evil? Explain. Why do you think that some people feel compelled to 
confront any kind of evil, whether real or made up? Explain.

Discussion & Review Questions
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Case Study The Red Terror

INSTRUCTIONS: Read the article “The Red Terror,” then answer the questions that follow.  

1. What was The Red Terror? How many people died from The Red Terror? What led 
Ethiopian students of the time to support a violent overthrow of the government? 
What did the EPRP and MEISON have in common, in terms of ideology? By 1976, 
what was the chief difference between the two groups? How did the first wave of 
The Red Terror begin? What happened around May Day of 1977? What did the 
Secretary-General of Swedish Save the Children Fund report on May 17th? What did 
some family members have to do to get the bodies of their loved ones back? The 
authorities instituted a law to arrest children between what ages? After crushing 
the EPRP, who did the government go after next? How many people are estimated 
to have been killed in the second wave of The Red Terror? When did the third wave 
of The Red Terror begin, and how many were killed on December 16th? How many 
more were killed in the following months? How were grain merchants viewed by 
the government, and why? What does article 27, section 1 state as punishment for 
violating the law? What happened to the grain merchants after the law was passed? 
What happened to merchants in the provinces? Where were the killings and 
detentions most numerous and most publicized? What happened to the student 
who was examined by Dr. Bent Juel-Jensen? Who is Woreda Teka, and what did he 
say happened in the market square? Who was Abdel Hakim, and what happened to 
him? How many people are estimated to have been killed in Addis Ababa in 1977? 
Who was the main target of The Red Terror? Why does the targeting of the merchant 
class have a special significance? What was a final consequence of The Red Terror?

2. Would you want to live in a region like Ethiopia under a Communist regime? Why or 
why not? In the video, Mr. Prager notes that, “The leaders of Communist regimes 
and the vast number of people who helped those leaders torture, enslave, and 
murder were nearly all normal people. Of course, some were psychopaths, but 
most were not. Which means that any society, including free ones, can devolve into 
Communism or some analogous evil.” Do you think that is what happened in the 
case of Ethiopia? Why or why not? Why do you think that Communism didn’t work in 
Ethiopia? Explain. 

3. The philosopher Kant examined the idea of judging an action by its intent or by its 
outcome. Do you agree that the same axiom should be applied to ideologies such 
as Capitalism and Communism? Why or why not? When applied to those ideologies, 
which one clearly produces a better outcome for people? Why do you think that is 
the case? Explain. In the video, Mr. Prager warns that, “The fact that many people 
today, especially young people, mention Communism as a viable option for modern 
society, proves they don’t know Communism’s moral record. Therefore, they do 
not properly fear Communism- which means this evil could happen again.” What 
do you think can specifically be done to get younger generations to properly fear 
Communism? Explain. 

Extend the Learning:
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QUIZ

1.    Communism has kept ________________ of people impoverished. 

 a.  hundreds
 b.  thousands
 c.  tens of thousands
 d.  millions

2.    We have a moral obligation to the victims of Communism not to forget them.

 a.  True
 b.  False

3.    How many ordinary civilians were murdered by a Communist regime in Cambodia?

 a.  20 thousand
 b.  200 thousand
 c.  2 million
 d.  20 million

4.    How many of the people that weren’t murdered endured suffering of some kind under   
        Communist regimes?

 a.  millions
 b.  tens of millions
 c.  hundreds of millions
 d.  novemquinquagintillions

5.   Those who do not confront real evil often make up evils like ____________ that are   
       much easier to confront.

 a.  systemic racism
 b.  toxic masculinity
 c.  patriarchy
 d.  all of the above

Is Communism Moral?
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QUIZ: ANSWER KEY
Is Communism Moral?
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